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Through her commitment and tireless energy, Wenqiu continued to grow CIWA’s opportunities for teaching and learning Chinese language and culture and greatly expanded our partnerships with China and communities throughout Washington state, including the establishment of CIWA’s first three Confucius Classrooms.
New Chinese Director Wenqiu Wang met Seattle and Portland counterparts at CIWA 4th Anniversary.
Wenqiu joined Seattle directors, dignitaries, and winners of UW Chinese Bridge Competition at CIWA 4th Anniversary.
Wenqiu directed many visiting teachers at schools throughout Washington State.
Working with both students and administrators, Wenqiu showed expertise in promoting Chinese learning.
The first Confucius Institute Day, organized in 2014 by Wenqiu and CIWA colleagues, introduced Chinese culture to the community at Chief Sealth International High School in Seattle.
Students of all levels accepted awards for excellence in Chinese literacy at a ceremony also coordinated by Wenqiu.
Wenqiu implemented a meeting of cultures resulting in greater appreciation and kinship.
Wenqiu’s connection with Chongqing brought professional performers from China to Seattle.
The Confucius Classroom Workshop preceding the CIWA 6th Anniversary celebration furthered the collaboration with our partners in Chongqing, China.
Celebrating the close connection between Nankai Secondary School in Chongqing and Chief Sealth International High School in Seattle.
Chief Sealth International High School Seattle School District opened its Confucius Classroom with this unveiling in 2016.
Confucius Classroom teachers introduce Chinese culture and language.
Wenqiu enjoyed participating in community events such as 2018 Lunar New Year along with Seattle’s Mayor Jenny Durkan.
At One World Now!’s Get Global, Wenqiu and visiting teachers generated student interest in learning Chinese.
WE CELEBRATE CIWA CHINESE DIRECTOR WENQIU WANG!